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The Bible and Its Influence is a textbook initially launched in September It is the only First-Amendment-safe textbook
that supports academic study of the.

At the same time, it meets consensus standards for fulfilling First Amendment guidelines in that it informs and
instructs, but does not promote religion. The last paragraph often makes its way into political speeches and
Religious Right propaganda, but it does not appear in Democracy in America or any other known Tocqueville
work. Other legislators and school board members in other states are likely to follow suit. Red flags should go
up when religious groups seek special classes for their holy scriptures. The material is richly illustrated with
full-color pictures of noted religiously themed artwork. Neither political faction seems interested in a course in
comparative religion that might be more appropriate for the public school system. Where do the people go
from here? Public schools exist to serve the widest possible range of students from many faith perspectives
and none. Because of its broad acceptance in the educational community and its widespread use nationally, it
has become the standard for academic Bible study in the U. It treats faith perspectives with respect, and was
examined by 40 reviewers for accuracy, fairness and the highest level of scholarship. It seems clear to me that
Stetson, the year-old founder of the BLP, has a sectarian, rather than an academic, motive for his campaign. A
textbook should offer objective study about both the positive and negative uses of the Bible. Chuck Stetson,
chairman of the Bible Literacy Project BLP , gave the lavishly illustrated page volume an endorsement of
biblical proportions. Although he is often described in news stories as an Episcopalian and a registered
independent, his record seems less mainline and more partisan than that description merits. But even a
layperson can see some significant problems with the book. The classroom textbook is taught in over public
high schools in 43 states and has achieved a 10 percent market share in six states in the U. The resulting
volume devotes half its pages to the Hebrew Scriptures what Christians usually call the Old Testament and
half to the New Testament. The book was apparently compiled by a committee, and the ideological tilt varies.
Readers will find it an interesting mix of conservative and liberal concepts. We have a responsibility to see
that elected officials and the general public are aware of the larger agenda at work here. The textbook is the
national and international standard. However, with its recent entrance into the global community, EIE has
expanded its mission to address issues beyond the academy and beyond the walls of the church.


